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WHEN THE POPULA R TELEV ISION SHOW COMES CALL I N G , A F U R MAN
COUPLE AND TH E I R F R I E N DS DARE TO R E D ECORATE - FOR EACH OTH E R .

By Tracee Minnix Wade

"TRADING SPACES " IS THE TELEVISION SHOW

came up with a unique application that

WHERE TWO SETS OF HOMEOWNERS SWAP

involved a poem, funny signs and costumes.

telephone interviews. From there they

HOUSES FOR TWO DA YS

Then we sent in our application and waited.

would narrow their choice to four teams,

and With the help
of two designers and a carpenter (and two
full camera crews), redecorate a room in
each other's home for no more than $ 1,000.
The catch ? You have absolutely no
say in or knowledge of what is going on
in your QWn home. The result? Your house
either has a great new look, or you have
to fix what you're left with once the cameras
are gone.
It's a winning combination for The
Learning Channel (TLC), drawing more than
four million viewers a week and regularly
ranking as one of the top 1 0 cable shows
each season.
And it all started innocently enough
for us . . . .
-

calling Julie Stewart, my partner-in-crime
and close friend who, conveniently, lives
across the street. Julie and her husband,
Steven, were totally on board to apply for
the sh ow, and by the next day Julie and I
were purchasing the supplies we would
need for an attention-getting application.
"Trading Spaces" had made a last
minute decision to film in Greenville, so it
was accepting applications for only about
a week. The four of us brainstormed and

Well, actually we obsessed.
Finally, after a few weeks, we received
a phone call from Banyan Productions, tell
ing us that they would like to interview us

sh ow, but only 1 0 teams were selected for

after which the "location scout" would fly in
and meet the finalists. From those four
they would choose two for filming.
Two days after the phone interview, we

by phone. One step down, two to go! We

learned that we were among the final four.

scheduled the interview for the next day.

We were thrilled that we would at least be

During our interview we learned that

"scouted" for the show and did everything

more than 600 couples had applied for the

we could to prepare for the visit from Harvey,

the tocation scout. We cleaned - but not
too clean. We also wanted to give Harvey
a taste of the South, so we left a moon pie
for him at his hotel and prepared a Southern
brunch, complete with grits casserole and
ham biscuits.
Harvey arrived early the next Saturday
morning and, after declining brunch, got
right to business. First, there were papers
to sign. If chosen for the show we could
not select, nor could we even know, our
designer. We couldn't auction our room
on eBay, and all kids (four girls - two per
couple) and pets (our dog) would have to
stay elsewhere during taping. This seemed
easy enough, so we signed willingly and
then gave Harvey the grand tour of the
houses. Six hours later, we bade him
farewell and crossed our fingers.
We waited impatiently during the next
week. Julie and I talked about it nonstop,
driving our husbands nuts. Finally, we
received the call we had been waiting for:
"Congratulations! You've been selected
to participate in an episode of 'Trading
Spaces' ! " You would have thought we'd
won the lottery, with all the screaming and
dancing on our street.
Little did we know the excitement was
just beginning!

lights, a time-elapsed mounted camera,
and members of the crew running around.
We felt as if we were watching the

For our opening shots the producer
suggested a golf theme, since our husbands
are both golf enthusiasts. The scene played

circus as the crew unloaded and set up.

like this: The guys were chipping golf balls
in the backyard while Julie and I entered

cleaned. After all, the film crew was going

But there was still no sign of our designers

to take over virtually every inch of our house,

- and we were dying to know who they

and took the clubs away from them to "show

and our neighbors would be spending the

would be. The show employs eight design

them how it's done." After three attempts

night in our home. The night before the

ers whose specialties range from country

(or was it five?), I finally made contact with

crew was to arrive Brian said, "Well, if we

decor to contemporary and on to JUST

the golf ball, the whole time thinking, "Great

end up hating our room, we can just put

PLAIN OUT T HE R E .

. . . national TV, huh?"

the house on the market because it will
never be this clean again!"
April 1 3, Day Zero (shop talk for the
first day of production), arrived, and we

Finally a car drove up, and the crowd

Once the opening shots and interviews

started chanting: "Frank! Frank! Frank ! "

were complete, the crew left us to stare in

Out stepped Frank Bielec, who slowly made

awe at our surroundings. What had started

his way through the fans and up our drive

the day as our family room now looked like

watched anxiously as the huge "Trading

way. Frank, who is known for his country

a Hollywood set. All we could do was get

Spaces" truck pulled up in front of our house.

motifs and wall murals, would redesign the

a good night's sleep and wait for the real

Then mayhem ensued. About 50 fans of

room in our house. We were delighted to

action to begin.

the show - most of whom we'd never seen

see him, since it was unlikely that he would

1t ja The caterers arrived first thing

before - had been waiting along our street

suggest outlandish things like graffiti art or

in lawn chairs, and they immediately ran

record albums for our walls.

up to the truck and began taking pictures.

A few moments later, Laurie Hickson
Smith arrived to partner with us on the

Finally, out stepped "Fast Eddie," as

£}'

- the production company

catered every meal during the two days.
After grabbing a quick breakfast, we taped

the crew calls him. Eddie is the assistant

Stewarts' home. In addition, we met Carter

the traditional "key swap" scene with the

carpenter; he never actually appears on

Oosterhouse, a brand new carpenter on

show's host, Paige Davis. Then we started

television but helps with the workload.

the show, with this being his first episode.

redecorating!

He began unloading equipment and setting
up "Carpentry World" under a tent in the
Stewarts' driveway.
Soon thereafter, "Sewing World" took
shape in our garage. And once we realized
that our garage might be the site of many

With the designers on hand, we were

I must confess, I was a tad jealous that

summarily banished to the street while they

my favorite designer, Laurie Hickson-Smith,

analyzed our rooms and took some last

was assigned to our neighbors' house, but

minute measurements before they headed

working with her was a blast. She's a true

out to shop.

Southern gal and very down to earth. Laurie

After they left, we still weren't finished.

travels with her eight-month-old son, Gibson,

scenes, we had a brainstorm: What better

It was time to tape our opening shots for

and a nanny. Before I knew it we were

decor could we provide than a Furman flag?

the show. They outfitted us with wireless

swapping child-rearing stories and chatting

We scrambled to locate one, and after much

microphones, which quickly became second

like old friends. Her design plans were

help from the Paladin Club and other friends,

nature over the course of the next three

fabulous, of course, and even though

we secured a Furman flag for the Sewing

days. We just had to remember to ask the

Brian and I occasionally had doubts over

World shots. Inside, our homes resembled

sound guy to disconnect our microphone

the next two days, we trusted Laurie and

the set of a television sitcom, with massive

when it was time for a bathroom break!

never lost faith.
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After a long day of moving furniture,
painting, sewing, building and filming, the
crew departed, leaving Brian and me to
do our homework. Our tasks were not too
overwhelming, and Paige stayed late to
help us. We finished shortly after 1 0 p.m.,
and even though we were in our neighbors'
house, we were so tired we fell right to sleep.

1.1 411 We started with slightly sore
!lU'C

muscles, but our spirits were

still high. I was ready to shoot my first
sewing scene - but because Sewing World
was in my garage, and I wasn't supposed
to have any clue as to what was going on
in my home, the crew flew into action.
I heard Mindy, the assistant producer,
talking on her walkie-talkie: "Bringing Team
B to House A; standing by for the all clear."
Any fabric that may have been used in
my home was hidden, and the production
assistants covered paint splatters on their
clothing with tape so that I had absolutely
no hint as to the plans for my room.
Daniel, the show's sewing coordinator
(who, incidentally, dressed up as a bunny
in celebration of Easter), asked if I could
sew a straight line. My response: "I'm
not sure, but we'll find out." Given that
comment, he thought it was best to set me
up with a crash course from Laurie. I wound
up sewing some pillows, but they ushered
me away from the more difficult tasks.
Day 2 passed quickly, and before we
knew it, time was up! For the first time I
began to feel nervous about my own room.
Going into the show, Brian and I said that
we were doing it for the experience, knowing
we could end up with hay glued to our walls
(which actually happened in one episode).
After working so hard on the Stewarts' room
- which looked sensational - Brian and
I really hoped we would love our room just
as much.
Once we finished, we were surprised
at how long it took before we could partici
pate in our "reveal" scene. The crowd out
side was growing, as probably 200 people
were standing in the street waiting to hear
our squeals of delight - or cries of despair.
We sat upstairs for more than an hour,
watching everyone out the window and

close to her and avoid hitting the micro

chosen ourselves, but I guess that's why

waiting for the moment of truth. Brian was

we're not designers, because it looked

playing with Gibson, Paige was napping

phones on our chests. The producer said,
"A reveal scene is never re-shot, so just

on the floor, Laurie was chatting about

relax ("Yeah, right," I thought) , be yourselves,

large storage chests to match our entertain

the best diaper cream, and I was growing

and say what you honestly think."

ment center, and many subtle but beautiful

increasingly nervous and thinking, "I hope
I don't say 'Oh my gosh' when I see my

touches. Frank really took our family into

onlookers wished us luck. We closed our

consideration, too; the room was clearly
child friendly.

room." (Everyone on the show says "Oh

eyes and were led into our family room.

my gosh.") I began brainstorming about

When Paige told us to open our eyes, I was

After admiring our new room, we

other reactions: "Wow!" Or "Fabulous!"

immediately overwhelmed. The room we

headed across the street for the Stewarts'

Or "That's the ticket!" Brian suggested

had left two days before was totally

reveal. The producer announced that Team

"Shazam !" I declined.

unrecognizable.

Suddenly, it was time for the reveal.
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We were led across the street as the

fabulous: gold walls, red slipcovers, two

My first reaction was relief that there

B was ready and that Julie was already
crying. They came into their new family

Paige popped up from the floor and ex

was no hay (or debris of any kind) on my

room - and loved it as well. Inspired by

plained that we would walk in with our eyes

walls. Then I began to take it all in. The

a Van Gogh print, Laurie had used shades

closed, holding her hands. We were to stay

design wasn't anything we would have

of. green with yellow accents throughout,

Epi logue
It took two months for our episode to air,
but finally June 21 - "Premiere Night" 
arrived.
We were definitely ready to view the
episode for the first time, right along with
the rest of the country. We worked with
Habitat for Humanity of Greenville County
to throw an open-to-the-public viewing
party/fundraiser in an effort to raise money
for the organization, and we gathered with
close friends and total strangers at
Furman's Burg iss Theater to watch the
show.
At 9 o'clock, the lights dimmed and
the show began. It was hard to contain
our excitement. But I immediately began
thinking, "Maybe this theatre thing wasn't
such a great idea." If you can imagine how
strange it is to see yourself on television,
imagine watching yourself on a BIG screen.
Every movement and facial expression
seemed exaggerated. Of course, as the
show went on, the four of us had moments
of laughter - and also of total embar
rassment.
What were our thoughts when the hour
was over? Steven and Julie enjoyed the
episode but were disappointed that so
many funny events they remembered were
left out. Brian was relieved that we didn't
embarrass ourselves too much. My main
thoughts consisted of a gentle reminder
to the show's host: MY NAME IS NOT
STACY!
And now that our 1 5 minutes of fame
have come to an end, we still agree - only
slightly more hesitantly this time - that
we'd do it all again.
- Tracee Minnix Wade

Below: The couples had front-row seats for
the big-screen premiere of their show; the
Wades' plan to give Furman a plug worked,
if briefly, during a sewing scene.

and a spectacular striped wall played off

People often ask if we would do it again,

everything else. Brian and Carter had

and we say absolutely. It was a once-in

spruced up the entertainment center by

a-lifetime experience. Both of us have kept

adding doors, and Carter had built a

our rooms exactly as the designers left

beautiful coffee table complete with storage

them and have since been inspired to carry

drawers. A total success!

the design theme into other rooms.

Afterward, we celebrated with the cast
and crew in downtown Greenville. I danced

my eyes to see my family room? "OH MY

the night away with the charming Frank

GOSH!" of course - and not once, but

Bielec, while Brian exchanged e-mail

over and over again!

Oh, and what did I say when I opened

addresses with members of the crew that
we now thought of as old friends. We were

Tracee Minnix Wade '95 and her family live

even joined by 'Trading Spaces" designers

in Simpsonville, S. C. She formerly worked
in public relations and is now a full-time
mom. Brian Wade '95 is a pharmaceutical
sales representative for AstraZeneca.

Edward Walker and Doug Wilson, who had
arrived to prepare for their next episode,
down the road in Spartanburg.

